


(UCR) tag (more in Section II) that intrinsically generates a
unique ID from manufacturing variations. However, their proposed
UCR tag does not establish an inseparable connection with the
object being identified and thus is vulnerable to split attacks (i.e.,
separating tag from product, swapping tags, etc.).
In addition, the pharmaceutical industry lacks a simple and

effective way to enable pill-level traceability. To address these
problems, we propose a new split manufacturing based pill-level
unclonable chipless RFID (pill-level UCR) tag that intrinsically
generates a unique ID from multiple entropy sources. Pill-level
UCR tag in essence is a unique object [15] that, upon measurement
by an external apparatus, exhibits a small, fixed set of inimitable
analog properties that are different from any other entity of the
same type. Pill-level UCR tag consists of two parts: (i) a certain
number of concentric ring slot resonators integrated on the external
surface of each plastic cavity or pocket of blister pack that packages
pharmaceutical tablets; and (ii) nontoxic silver particles of random
quantity with random diameters filled in random places of each
pharmaceutical tablet. A set of resonance frequencies sensitive to
manufacturing variations and randomnesses of silver particles will
be captured and used as the unique ID of each pill-level UCR tag.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first unclonable chipless
RFID tag that builds up an inseparable connection with the object
being identified. The diameter of our proposed pill-level UCR tag
is as small as 10 mm. To summarize, we make the following
contributions:

• A split manufacturing approach for unclonable chipless RFID tag
to establish an inseparable connection between tag and identified
object.

• A pill-level track-and-trace technique to protect pharmaceutical
supply chain. Each pharmaceutical tablet has its own unique
signature. The signatures of all pharmaceutical tablets within the
same blister pack would be bound together to add one more layer
of security and be resistant against illegal tablet replacement.

• Performance evaluation of pill-level UCR tags under extremely
adverse environmental conditions (i.e., noisy environment, vary-
ing angles of plane wave incidence, etc.). We also explore and
compare a variety of supervised and unsupervised methods for
identifying tags based on their UCR responses.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II introduces the related work. Section III describes the proposed
split manufacturing based pill-level UCR tags in detail and how
they can generate unique and unclonable IDs from multiple entropy
sources. In Section IV, we evaluate the performance of pill-level
tags. We also analyze the resilience of pill-level UCR system to
the potential attacks in this section. Finally, we give concluding
remarks in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Chipless RFID tags can be classified into three main categories:
(i) time-domain reflectometry (TDR) based chipless tags [16];
(ii) spectral signature based chipless tags [12], [17]; and (iii)
amplitude/phase backscatter modulation based chipless tags [11].
Because of page limit, we review only closely related spectral
signature based chipless tags.
The authors in [17], [12] proposed a fully printable, passive

and planar chipless RFID tag that consists of a vertically polarized
ultra-wideband (UWB) disk-loaded monopole receiving antenna
(receiver), a multiresonating circuit, and a horizontally polarized
UWB disk-loaded monopole transmitting antenna (transmitter).
Cascaded spiral resonators placed closely adjacent to the microstrip
that connects the transmitter and receiver are used by the mul-
tiresonating circuit to encode data bits. Spiral resonators with
different patterns and dimensions will introduce different levels of
amplitude attenuations and phase jumps at different frequencies
of the spectrum. Data bits are encoded by removing some spirals
or shorting their turns. When one spiral resonator is removed or

shorted, its corresponding resonance point will either disappear
from the spectrum or shift outside the frequency band of interest.
One bit is encoded to ‘1’ when the corresponding resonance point
appears at a specific frequency, and ‘0’ when the resonance point
disappears, or vice versa. This type of chipless tags build up
1:1 correspondence between bit width and number of deployed
spiral resonators. Consequently, the tag area will monotonically
increase with the increase of bit width, which is undesirable. The
manufacturing cost will be unbelievably high if different layouts
with different resonator shorting states are used to fabricate the
tags. Although the same layout with all the resonators shorted
can be used to fabricate the tags and when encoding data the
shorting can be removed using laser cutting or traditional etching
techniques, the manufacturing time will be significantly increased.
For a specific layout, the IDs generated in this way are deterministic
and reproducible, making them vulnerable to cloning attack.
The authors in [14] designed the first UCR tag that integrates

a certain number of concentric ring slot resonators on a particular
laminate. The vector that includes the analog value of each slot
resonator’s resonance frequency is regarded as the unique ID.
However, their proposed UCR tag does not establish an inseparable
connection with the object being identified and thus is vulnerable
to split attacks. In addition, none of the above-mentioned methods
could provide a pill-level traceability for protecting the pharmaceu-
tical supply chain.
To mitigate the shortcomings of existing solutions, we propose

a new split manufacturing based pill-level chipless RFID tag for
protecting the pharmaceutical supply chain.

III. PILL-LEVEL UCR SYSTEM

The proposed pill-level UCR system is presented in this section.
We first describe the architecture and working principle of pill-
level UCR system, and then introduce the machine learning based
tag recognition method. Lastly, we present the split manufacturing
approach for combating replay attack.

A. Architecture and Working Principle

Fig. 1: Pill-level UCR tag that consists of concentric ring slot
resonators and nontoxic silver particles: (a) top view, (b) side view,
(c) 3D view, and (d) frequency response spectrum.

Figure 1(a), (b), and (c) show the proposed pill-level UCR tag
that consists of two parts: (i) a certain number of concentric ring
slot resonators integrated on the external surface of each plastic
cavity or pocket of blister pack that packages pharmaceutical
tablets; and (ii) nontoxic silver particles of random quantity with



random diameters filled in random places of each pharmaceutical
tablet. Note that silver particles are nontoxic and could be broken
down by stomach acids [18]. When we stimulate the pill-level
UCR tag with a swept-frequency continuous-wave signal (i.e.,
plane wave), as illustrated in Figure 2(a), the array of resonators
will absorb part of the signal energy and introduce attenuations
at particular frequencies of the response spectrum. As shown in
Figure 1(d), the number of fundamental resonance points in the
spectrum will correspond to the number of slot resonators. These
resonance points are independent of each other. An RFID reader
will be responsible for providing the plane wave and capturing
the frequency response spectrum. Since RF signals are capable of
traveling through nonmetallic packaging materials such as paper
and plastic, pill-level UCR system enables drug authentication
without necessarily opening the package, as shown in Figure 2(b).

Fig. 2: Pill-level UCR system: (a) working principle and (b) drug
authentication without necessarily opening the package.

Due to process variations during tag manufacturing, the slot
parameters (i.e., trace width, air gap, substrate thickness, and
substrate dielectric constant) of each resonator will deviate from
their design values. The set of resonators could be first integrated on
an ultra-thin printed circuit board (PCB) (as thin as 100 μm), which
could be later adhered to the external surface of plastic cavities or
pockets of blister pack with glue. The merit of this approach is
that pill-level UCR tags could be directly applied to legacy blister
packs. A more cost-effective approach for integrating resonators on
plastic cavities or pockets is to directly print blister packs carrying
copper patterns using a 3D printer.

TABLE I: PCB manufacturing tolerances

PCB Trace Width / Air Gap PCB Thickness
Manufacturer Tolerance Tolerance

Advanced Circuits max(±20%, ±0.002”) max(±10%, ±0.005”)

Sunstone ± 20% ± 10%

Sierra Circuits ± 0.001” ± 10%

Precision PCBS ± 20% ± 0.005”

RUSH PCB ± 0.005” ± 10%

Table I illustrates the manufacturing tolerances of five major PCB
manufacturers in the United States. For the trace width and air
gap, the maximum deviation between design value and measured
value can be as large as 20%. PCB thickness will typically have
a tolerance of 10%. The authors in [14] have proved that the
resonance frequency of slot resonator is sensitive to variations
of slot parameters. The randomnesses of silver particles (i.e.,
random quantities, random diameters, random positions, random
sphericities, etc.) will alter the effective dielectric constant of
substrate material and more importantly impact the electromagnetic
(EM) field distribution when the tag is being stimulated by the
plane wave. Consequently, the resonance frequency of each slot

resonator will deviate from its design value due to the variations of
slot parameters. Because of the randomnesses of process variations
and the randomnesses of silver particles, the frequency signature
of each pill-level UCR tag will be unique and different from
each other. The proposed pill-level UCR tag is unclonable since
the adversaries cannot easily model the uncontrollable process
variations during tag fabrication. For a pill-level UCR tag with
12 slot resonators, its diameter could be as small as 10 mm. The
signatures (S1, S2, ..., SM ) of all tablets within the same blister
pack will be bound together to add one more layer of security to
be resistant to illegal tablet replacement.

The authors in [14] proposed to use the vector (f1, f2, ..., fN ) as
the identifier of each UCR tag, where fi indicates the resonance
frequency of the ith slot resonator. Because of noise interference
and angle variation of plane wave incidence, the signatures captured
from the same tag may be slightly different at different times.
Euclidean distance (ED) between two vectors �vi
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Two signatures are determined to correspond to the same tag if
their Euclidean distance is not larger than the maximum intra-tag
Euclidean distance obtained at the enrollment phase.

B. Machine Learning Based Tag Recognition
Supervised machine learning provides a method of guiding

the pill-level UCR system to correctly learn and classify the
features that differentiate the tags from one another. One popular
supervised learning technique is the linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) [19] classifier. By maximizing the variance between different
tag measurements and minimizing the variance within same tag
measurements, the classifier is able to distinguish between different
tags by focusing on the most discriminant features, a la principal
component analysis (PCA) [20]. Furthermore, the classification
algorithm also serves as a method of dimensionality reduction.
The computation of the transformation matrix for LDA is reliant
upon being able to compute the inverse within tag scatter matrix,
which means the matrix must be non-singular. However, in practice
the opposite is often the case with high dimensional data where
the size of the data set is smaller than its dimensionality. This is
the case for our simulations in Section IV, but may not be so in
practical application where a database could contain as many as
millions of pill-level tags. For this reason, PCA is still necessary
for not only dimensionality reduction but also to ensure the resultant
matrices after projection are non-singular. Applying PCA prior to
computing LDA is a good practice regardless of the size of the
data set, since it helps with avoiding overfitting. Therefore, the
procedure for implementing a supervised machine learning based
tag authentication system is as follows:

Step 1: Compute the principal components of the tag data set to
be enrolled.

Step 2: Project the tag spectra into reduced dimensional space
using computed principal components. This also ensures non-
singular matrices for subsequent LDA computation.

Step 3: Apply LDA to projected data to compute transformation
matrix that can be used for LDA projection and classification.

Step 4: Apply LDA transformation matrix to PCA projected
tag spectra and enroll resultant LDA projected tag signatures into
database.

Step 5: Use principal components from Step 1 to project the
spectrum of tag under authentication (TUA) to reduced dimensional



space. Then apply LDA transformation matrix computed in Step 3
to PCA projected TUA spectrum. If in the projected space TUA
has the minimum distance with an enrolled tag compared with
all the remaining tag entries, and that distance is smaller than a
threshold dth computed from the equal error rate (EER) of the
enrolled tag database, we determine that TUA matches with this
tag entry; otherwise we determine that TUA does not belong to the
database.
However, a potential drawback of this approach is that the

computational complexity increases as the size of enrollment in-
creases. For every new enrollment, PCA and LDA would need to be
reapplied. For PCA the principal components that capture the most
variance at a reduced dimensionality would need to be recalculated.
For LDA the projections that maximize the variance between PCA
projected different tag measurements and minimize the variance
within PCA projected same tag measurements would need to
be recalculated. This would be inconvenient and computationally
intensive for large data sets.
By supplanting the supervised learning methodology with an

unsupervised approach, there would be a tradeoff in a decrease
in accuracy for increased computational savings and ease in new
tag enrollments. The unsupervised approach would be to simply
find a set of features that distinguish tags from one another, such
as their resonance points, and merely perform distance calculations
or compute the similarity between feature vectors. Examples of
measures that could be used include Euclidean distance (mentioned
earlier), Lorentzian distance (LD), Manhattan distance (MD), and
the normalized correlation coefficient (NCC).
The Lorentzian distance between the feature vector of an enrolled

tag �vEnroll = (fEnroll
1 , fEnroll
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The Manhattan distance between �vEnroll and �vTUA can be
computed as follows:
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The normalized correlation coefficient between �vEnroll and
�vTUA can be computed as follows:

NCCEnroll,TUA =
(�vEnroll − �vEnroll) · (�vTUA − �vTUA)

||�vEnroll − �vEnroll|| × ||�vTUA − �vTUA|| (4)

where �X , �X · �Y , and || �X|| respectively indicate the mean value of
�X , the dot product between �X and �Y , and the L2 norm of �X .
Each measure has properties that are unique and such make it

more ideal for certain applications than others. For example, nor-
malized correlation coefficient computes the similarity between two
normalized vectors helping to avoid any influence in similarity that
could arise from outliers in the feature vectors. Using these distance
measures or similarity coefficients as a method of unsupervised
classification with a feature vector provides an option for easier
enrollment of new tags since all that needs to be enrolled now is
the feature vector of the new tag. The procedure for implementing
an unsupervised machine learning based tag authentication system
is as follows:

Step 1: During the enrollment phase, extract feature vectors
(e.g., the set of resonance points) from all pill-level UCR tags and
store them in the database.

Step 2: During the authentication phase, extract feature vector
from TUA.

Step 3: Look up tag entry that has the minimum distance or
maximum similarity with TUA in the database. If the minimum
distance is smaller than a threshold dth computed from the EER
of the enrolled tag database, we determine that TUA matches with

this tag entry; otherwise we determine that TUA does not belong
to the database.

C. Split Manufacturing
Figure 3 shows the split manufacturing process for pill-level UCR

tags, which includes the following steps:
Step 1: Pharmaceutical manufacturer fills silver particles of

random quantity with random diameters in random positions of
pharmaceutical tablets. This step could happen at the formulation
phase of pharmaceutical manufacturing.

Step 2: The blister pack manufacturer integrates copper pattern
(i.e., a certain number of concentric ring slot resonators made of
copper traces) on the external surface of each plastic cavity or
pocket of blister pack that packages pharmaceutical tablets. One
cost-effective approach for integrating resonators on plastic cavities
or pockets is to directly print blister packs carrying copper patterns
using a 3D printer.

Step 3: Pharmaceutical packager first fills tablets into the plastic
cavities or pockets of blister pack and then packages the blister pack
using a paper box that carries the manufacturer’s logo. Tamper-
evident packaging techniques [21] could be used at this step.

Fig. 3: Split manufacturing process for pill-level UCR.

Note that Step 1 and Step 2 could happen in parallel. Concentric
ring slot resonators made by the blister pack manufacturer and
silver particles filled by the pharmaceutical manufacturer together
comprise our proposed pill-level UCR tag. Entropy sources con-
tributing to the uniqueness of pill-level UCR include process
variations during copper pattern manufacturing (i.e., variations of
slot geometric parameters and substrate dielectric constant) and
randomnesses of silver particles (i.e., random quantities, random
diameters, random positions, random sphericities, etc.). In gen-
eral, RFID tags would be outsourced to a third-party company
(blister pack manufacturer in our context). Our proposed split
manufacturing approach carries far-reaching significance since it
prevents untrusted tag manufacturer from recording the frequency
response spectra of all UCR tags and performing replay attack
during tag authentication. Admittedly, the adversary could purchase
a small number of products carrying authentic tags from the market,
recording their frequency response spectra, and performing replay
attack during tag authentication. However, the resulting anomaly (a
large quantity of tag signatures corresponding to a small number
of tags appear at different locations) could easily be detected and
isolated at a low cost.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation model and results.
We evaluate the performance of pill-level UCR tags in terms of
uniqueness and reliability. We also discuss how to improve the
detection accuracy using machine learning algorithms. Lastly, we
analyze the resilience of pill-level UCR system to the potential
attacks.



A. Evaluation Model
We use CST Microwave Studio 2015 as our simulation platform.

Figure 4 illustrates the simulation setup. The proposed pill-level
UCR tag consists of two parts: (i) 12 concentric ring slot resonators
integrated on the external surface of each plastic cavity or pocket of
blister pack that packages pharmaceutical tablets; and (ii) nontoxic
silver particles of random quantity with random diameters filled in
random places of each pharmaceutical tablet. The metallic pattern
is made of pure copper. Circularly polarized plane wave is used
to stimulate the pill-level UCR tag. The radio cross-section (RCS)
probe is placed 50 mm away from the tag to detect the backscattered
signal. Table II summarizes the simulation parameters. Substrate
thickness and air gaps conform to normal distributions with design
values as the mean values and tolerances as the triples of standard
deviations. Quantity and diameters of silver particles conform to
discrete uniform distribution and continuous uniform distribution
respectively. We randomly distribute the silver particles inside the
tablet. The frequency band used by pill-level UCR tags ranges from
7 GHz to 23 GHz.

Fig. 4: Simulation setup: (a) top view of pill-level UCR tag and its
dimensions, (b) side view of pill-level UCR tag and its dimensions,
(c) angle of incidence, and (d) distance between RCS probe and
pill-level UCR tag.

TABLE II: Simulation parameters. N(μ, σ) represents a normal
distribution. U{a,b} represents a discrete uniform distribution.
U(a,b) represents a continuous uniform distribution. Substrate I and
II are plastic film and pharmaceutical tablet respectively.

Variable Parameter Value

sub1 d Substrate I diameter 10 mm

patch d Patch diameter 9.4 mm

void d Central void diameter 3.1 mm

gi Air gap i (i=1,...,12) N(0.1mm, 0.0169mm)

Cu t Copper thickness 0.035 mm

sub1 t Substrate I thickness 0.25 mm

sub2 t Substrate II thickness N(5mm, 0.1667mm)

ε1r Substrate I dielectric constant 2.8

ε2r Substrate II dielectric constant 2.42

np Number of particles U{0, 20}
di Particle i diameter (i=1,...,np) U(0.2mm, 1mm)

RD Reading distance 50 mm

B. Euclidean Distance Based Tag Recognition
In this subsection, we analyze the effectiveness of Euclidean

distance based tag recognition in the presence of environmental
noise and with varying angles of plane wave incidence. 20 tag
samples conforming to the constraints depicted in Table II were
generated using pseudo random number generators. Every sample

was measured 5 times at different conditions (i.e., different noise
sources, varying angles of plane wave incidence, etc.). Figure 5(a)
illustrates the inter-tag and intra-tag Euclidean distance distributions
of pill-level UCR tags in the presence of random white Gaussian
noise (WGN) with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 20 dB. 20
dB is usually recommended as the minimum SNR for a good
RF deployment of the wireless local area network (WLAN) [22].
The margin between minimum inter-tag Euclidean distance and
maximum intra-tag Euclidean distance reaches approximately 103.6
MHz. Figure 5(b) shows the inter-tag and intra-tag Euclidean
distance distributions of pill-level UCR tags when the angle of
incident plane wave (see Figure 4(c)) varies from 0 ◦ to 20 ◦.
The margin between minimum inter-tag Euclidean distance and
maximum intra-tag Euclidean distance reaches approximately 110.5
MHz. In order to achieve high accuracy of tag recognition, the
varying angle of incident plane wave should be not larger than 20 ◦.
Simulation result demonstrates that the Euclidean distances between
signatures of pill-level UCR tags are effective at differentiating each
other.

Fig. 5: (a) Euclidean distance distributions of pill-level UCR tags
in the presence of WGN with a SNR of 20 dB and (b) Euclidean
distance distributions of pill-level UCR tags when angle of plane
wave incidence varies from 0 ◦ to 20 ◦.

C. Machine Learning Based Tag Recognition

TABLE III: Unsupervised recognition performance comparison

Classification Technique Recognition Rate

Lorentzian Distance 95.56%

Manhattan Distance 92.65%

Normalized Correlation Coefficient 92.65%

Wavelet Transform Manhattan Distance 98.67%

Next, the effectiveness of using pill-level UCR tags as a means of
verification are further strengthened through the use of supervised
and unsupervised machine learning techniques. The resonance
points in the frequency response spectrum of each pill-level UCR
tag are taken as features and used in an unsupervised method
for classification/verification. This process simply involves using
a valley detection algorithm to detect the resonance points, which
appear as local minima in the spectrum bandwidth of 9-21 GHz,
and computing the minimum distance or highest similarity with a
tag already enrolled in the database. In order to holistically evaluate
the usefulness of such an unsupervised classification methodology,
the tags are evaluated by selecting a group of tags from a set
of measurements to serve as the gallery (enrolled) set and then
use the remaining tags to serve as the probe (verification) set. The
performance is evaluated in this manner so each measurement group
serves as a gallery at least once and as probe the rest of the time. For
example, in terms of the data set (15 tags, 15 measurements for each
tag) this will result in a total of 3,375 classification attempts for all
the tags. Furthermore, three different distance/similarity measures
(i.e., Lorentzian distance, Manhattan distance, and normalized
correlation coefficient) were used to evaluate the robustness of this
technique given that different measures have different advantages.
Lastly, Manhattan distance was used again but in conjunction with



the Haar wavelet transform at scale values of 1 to 8. The sum of the
diagonals across the resultant distance matrix is used to determine
similarity between the tags and the minimum diagonal distance
sum represents the correct tag identification. The results for these
different unsupervised classification methods are shown in Table III.
These results clearly demonstrate that the tags can be effectively
identified at a high rate via unsupervised methods. All the scores
are above 90% which means that out of the 3,375 classification
attempts there were more than 3,037 correct identifications.
By combining the already unique properties of each tag with

a powerful supervised classifier in LDA, the system can further
improve upon its discriminatory power. This classifier takes the
already rich spectrum of each tag and instead of focusing only
on a small bit of spectrum information, such as their resonance
points, it looks at the most discriminating features of each tag’s
entire spectrum. However, it is important to note that since each
tag spectrum has such a high amount of sampling points, 8000 in
the simulations, using the entire spectrum for the classifier would
be impractical. Therefore, PCA is applied to the spectra prior to
training and classification for dimensionality reduction. Then the
resultant signals are used for training the classifier and then testing
as well. In order to evaluate the supervised learning approach
as holistically as the unsupervised approaches, the LDA classifier
went through cross-validation comparing the performance based
on different partitions of data used for computing the principal
components and different partitions used for training the classifier
after PCA. The performance surface in Figure 6 visually shows
the results of the cross-validation process for these simulated
measurements, where the triple (xT, yM, zS) represents the data
set of x tags-y measurements for each tag-z sampling points for
each measurement. The figure shows that as long as the classifier
is trained on more than 2 sets of measurements, regardless of the
amount of data used for computing the principal components, it will
outperform almost all of the unsupervised techniques since nearly
all of the scores in the upper region are near 100% recognition.

Fig. 6: Overall recognition performance for (15T, 15M, 8000S).

Furthermore, these results emphasize that the unique properties
of pill-level UCR tags in conjunction with either supervised or
unsupervised learning techniques would make a strong verification
system for the pharmaceutical supply chain.

D. Attack Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the resilience of pill-level UCR

system to the potential attacks. Pill-level UCR system is resistant
to cloning attack since the adversaries cannot easily model the
uncontrollable process variations during tag fabrication. Pill-level
UCR system is resistant to split attacks (i.e., separating tag from
product, swapping tags, etc.) since it establishes an inseparable
connection between tag and identified object. Even if the adver-
saries could swap the copper patterns on the external surfaces of
different plastic cavities or pockets, they cannot simultaneously
swap the silver particles embedded in the tablets without changing

their initial positions and compromising the tablets. By binding
the signatures of different tablets within the same blister pack, pill-
level UCR system is resistant to illegal tablet replacement. Pill-level
UCR system is intrinsically resistant to DoS attack performed in
the form of overwriting tag memory since tag memory has been
eliminated from the pill-level UCR tag. As discussed in Subsection
III-C, our proposed split manufacturing approach makes it much
more difficult for the adversaries to perform replay attack.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a new split manufacturing based
pill-level unclonable chipless RFID (pill-level UCR) tag that in-
trinsically generates a unique ID from multiple entropy sources.
The performance of pill-level UCR tags has been verified via
simulations with random white Gaussian noise and varying angles
of plane wave incidence. Compared with existing approaches, pill-
level UCR system has the following merits: (1) The ID generated
from pill-level UCR tag is unique and unclonable since it stems
from random and uncontrollable process variations during tag man-
ufacturing. Multiple entropy sources (i.e., manufacturing variations
of slot resonators, randomnesses of silver particles, etc.) contribute
to the uniqueness of pill-level UCR tag and enlarge the margin
between inter-tag and intra-tag signature distributions. (2) Pill-
level UCR system builds up an inseparable connection between tag
and identified pharmaceutical product, and thus is resistant to split
attacks. (3) Pill-level UCR system enables pill-level traceability by
making each pharmaceutical tablet have its own unique signature.
The signatures of all tablets within the same blister pack are bound
together to add one more layer of security to be resistant to illegal
tablet replacement.
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